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Abstract

2014). The CRF autoencoder framework consists
of an encoding model and a reconstruction model.
The encoding model is a linear-chain conditional
random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) which
generates a sequence of labels, conditional on a
token sequence. Importantly, the parameters of
the encoding model can be interpreted in the same
way a CRF model would. This is in contrary to
generative model parameters which explain both
the observation sequence and the label sequence.
The reconstruction model, on the other hand, independently generates the tokens conditional on the
corresponding labels. Both labeled and unlabeled
data can be efficiently used to fit parameters of this
model, minimizing regularized log loss. See §4.1
for more details.
After modeling unlabeled token sequences, we
explore two other ways of leveraging unlabeled
data: word embeddings and word lists. The word
embeddings we use capture monolingual distributional similarities and therefore may be indicative
of a language (see §4.2). A word list, on the other
hand, is a collection of words which have been
manually or automatically constructed and share
some property (see §4.3). For example, we extract
the set of surface forms in monolingual corpora.
In §5, we describe the experiments and discuss
results. According to the results, modeling unlabeled data using CRF autoencoders did not improve prediction accuracy. Nevertheless, more experiments need to be run before we can conclude
this setting. On the positive side, word embeddings and word lists have been shown to improve
CS prediction accuracy, provided they have decent
coverage of tokens in the test set.

We describe the CMU submission for
the 2014 shared task on language identification in code-switched data.
We
participated in all four language pairs:
Spanish–English,
Mandarin–English,
Nepali–English, and Modern Standard
Arabic–Arabic dialects. After describing
our CRF-based baseline system, we
discuss three extensions for learning from
unlabeled data: semi-supervised learning,
word embeddings, and word lists.
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Introduction

Code switching (CS) occurs when a multilingual
speaker uses more than one language in the same
conversation or discourse. Automatic idenefication of the points at which code switching occurs
is important for two reasons: (1) to help sociolinguists analyze the frequency, circumstances and
motivations related to code switching (Gumperz,
1982), and (2) to automatically determine which
language-specific NLP models to use for analyzing segments of text or speech.
CS is pervasive in social media due to its informal nature (Lui and Baldwin, 2014). The first
workshop on computational approaches to code
switching in EMNLP 2014 organized a shared task
(Solorio et al., 2014) on identifying code switching, providing training data of multilingual tweets
with token-level language-ID annotations. See
§2 for a detailed description of the shared task.
This short paper documents our submission in the
shared task.
We note that constructing a CS data set that is
annotated at the token level requires remarkable
manual effort. However, collecting raw tweets is
easy and fast. We propose leveraging both labeled
and unlabeled data in a unified framework; conditional random field autoencoders (Ammar et al.,
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Task Description

The shared task training data consists of code–
switched tweets with token-level annotations.
The data is organized in four language pairs:
English–Spanish (En-Es), English–Nepali (En80
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Ne), Mandarin–English (Zh-En) and Modern
Standard Arabic–Arabic dialects (MSA-ARZ).
Table 1 shows the size of the data sets provided
for the shared task in each language pair.
For each tweet in the data set, the user ID, tweet
ID, and a list of tokens’ start offset and end offset
are provided. Each token is annotated with one
of the following labels: lang1, lang2, ne (i.e.,
named entities), mixed (i.e., mixed parts of lang1
and lang2), ambiguous (i.e., cannot be identified
given context), and other.
Two test sets were used to evaluate each submission for the shared task in each language pair.
The first test set consists of Tweets, similar to the
training set. The second test set consists of token
sequences from a surprise genre. Since participants were not given the test sets, we only report
results on a Twitter test set (a subset of the data
provided for shared task participants). Statistics
of our train/test data splits are given in Table 5.
lang. pair
En–Ne
En–Es
Zh–En
MSA–ARZ

split
all
train
test
all
train
test
all
train
test
all
train
test

tweets
9, 993
7, 504
2, 489
11, 400
7, 399
4, 001
994
662
332
5, 862
4, 800
1, 062

tokens
146, 053
109, 040
37, 013
140, 738
101, 451
39, 287
17, 408
11, 677
5, 731
119, 775
95, 352
24, 423

in §3.1 with the features in §3.2.
3.1

A linear-chain CRF models the conditional probability of a label sequence y given a token sequence
x and given extra context φ, as follows:
P|x|
exp λ> i=1 f (x, yi , yi−1 , φ)
p(y | x, φ) = P
P|x|
0 0
>
y0 exp λ
i=1 f (x, yi , yi−1 , φ)
where λ is a vector of feature weights, and f is
a vector of local feature functions. We use φ to
explicitly represent context information necessary
to compute the feature functions described below.
In a linear-chain structure, yi only depends on
observed variables x, φ and the neighboring labels
yi−1 and yi+1 . Therefore, we can use dynamic
programming to do inference in run time that is
quadratic in the number of unique labels and linear in the sequence length. We use L-BFGS to
learn the feature weights λ, maximizing the L2 regularized log-likelihood of labeled examples L:

users
18
12
6
9
6
3
995
663
332
7
6
1

``supervised (λ) =
cL2 ||λ||22 +

X

log p(y | x, φ)

hx,yi∈L

After training the model, we use again use dynamic programming to find the most likely label
sequence, for each token sequence in the test set.
3.2

Features

We use the following features in the baseline system:

Table 1: Total number of tweets, tokens, and Twitter user IDs for each language pair. For each language pair, the first line represents all data provided to shared task participants. The second and
third lines represent our train/test data split for the
experiments reported in this paper. Since Twitter users are allowed to delete their tweets, the
number of tweets and tokens reported in the third
and fourth columns may be less than the number
of tweets and tokens originally annotated by the
shared task organizers.

3

Model

• character n-grams (loweredcased tri- and quadgrams)
• prefixes and suffixes of lengths 1, 2, 3 and 4
• unicode page of the first character1
• case (first-character-uppercased vs. allcharacters-uppercased
vs.
all-charactersalphanumeric)
• tweet-level language ID predictions from two
off-the-shelf language identifiers: cld22 and
ldig3

Baseline System

We model token-level language ID as a sequence
of labels using a linear-chain conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) described

1

http://www.unicode.org/charts/
https://code.google.com/p/cld2/
3
https://github.com/shuyo/ldig
2
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ical distribution parameters of the reconstruction
model representing p(x̂i | yi ).
We can think of a label sequence as a lowcardinality lossy compression of the corresponding token sequence. CRF autoencoders explicitly model this intuition by creating an information
bottleneck where label sequences are required to
regenerate the same token sequence despite their
limited capacity. Therefore, when only unlabeled
examples U are available, we train CRF autoencoders by maximizing the regularized likelihood
of generating reconstructions x̂, conditional on x,
marginalizing values of label sequences y:

Λ

Figure 1: A diagram of the CRF autoencoder

4

Using Unlabeled Data

``unsupervised (λ, θ) = cL2 ||λ||22 + RDirichlet (θ, α)+
X
X
p(y, x̂ | x)
log

In §3, we learn the parameters of the CRF model
parameters in a standard fully supervised fashion,
using labeled examples in the training set. Here,
we attempt to use unlabeled examples to improve
our system’s performance in three ways: modeling unlabeled token sequences in the CRF autoencoder framework, word embeddings, and word
lists.
4.1

hx,x̂i∈U

where RDirichlet is a regularizer based on a variational approximation of a symmetric Dirichlet
prior with concentration parameter α for the reconstruction parameters θ.
Having access to labeled examples, it is easy to
modify this objective to learn from both labeled
and unlabeled examples as follows:

CRF Autoencoders

A CRF autoencoder (Ammar et al., 2014) consists
of an input layer, an output layer, and a hidden
layer. Both input and output layer represent the
observed token sequence. The hidden layer represents the label sequence. Fig. 1 illustrates the
model dependencies for sequence labeling problems with a first-order Markov assumption. Conditional on an observation sequence x and side information φ, a traditional linear-chain CRF model
is used to generate the label sequence y. The
model then generates x̂ which represents a reconstruction of the original observation sequence. Elements of this reconstruction (i.e., x̂i ) are then independently generated conditional on the corresponding label yi using simple categorical distributions.
The parametric form of the model is given by:
p(y, x̂ | x, φ) =

|x|
Y
i=1

y:|y|=|x|

``semi (λ, θ) = cL2 ||λ||22 + RDirichlet (θ, α)+
X
X
cunlabeled ×
log
p(y, x̂ | x)+
hx,x̂i∈U

clabeled ×

X

y:|y|=|x|

log p(y | x)

hx,yi∈L

We use block coordinate descent to optimize
this objective. First, we use cem iterations of
the expectation maximization algorithm to optimize the θ-block while the λ-block is fixed, then
we optimize the λ-block with clbfgs iterations of
L-BFGS (Liu et al., 1989) while the θ-block is
fixed.4
4.2

Unsupervised Word Embeddings

For many NLP tasks, using unsupervised
word representations as features improves
accuracy (Turian et al., 2010).
We use
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to train
100–dimensional word embeddings from a
large Twitter corpus of about 20 million tweets
extracted from the live stream, in multiple languages. We define an additional feature function

θx̂i |yi ×

P|x|
exp λ> i=1 f (x, yi−1 , yi , i, φ)
P
P|x|
0
0
>
y0 exp λ
i=1 f (x, yi−1 , yi , i, φ)
where λ is a vector of CRF feature weights, f is a
vector of local feature functions (we use the same
features described in §3.2), and θx̂i |yi are categor-

4

An
open
source
efficient
c++
implementation of our method can be found at
https://github.com/ldmt-muri/alignment-with-openfst
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in the CRF autoencoder model §4.1 for each of
the 100 dimensions, conjoined with the label yi .
The feature value is the corresponding dimension
for xi . A binary feature indicating the absence of
word embeddings is fired for out-of-vocabulary
words (i.e., words for which we do not have word
embeddings). The token-level coverage of the
word embeddings for each of the languages or
dialects used in the training data is reported in
Table 2.
4.3

language
ARZ
En
MSA
Ne
Es
Zh

embeddings
coverage
30.7%
73.5%
26.6%
14.5%
62.9%
16.0%

word lists
coverage
68.8%
55.7%
76.8%
77.0%
78.0%
0.7%

Table 2: The type-level coverage of annotated data
according to word embeddings (second column)
and according to word lists (third column), per language.

Word List Features

While some words are ambiguous, many words
frequently occur in only one of the two languages being considered. An easy way to identify the label of such unambiguous words is to
check whether they belong to the vocabulary of
either language. Moreover, named entity recognizers typically rely on gazetteers of named entities to improve their performance. We generalize
the notion of using monolingual vocabularies and
gazetteers of named entities to general word lists.
Using K word lists {l1 , . . . , lK }, when a token xi
is labeled with yi , we fire a binary feature that conjoins hyi , δ(xi ∈ l1 ), . . . , δ(xi ∈ lK )i, where δ is
an indicator boolean function. We use the following word lists:

5

Experiments

We compare the performance of five models for
each language pair, which correspond to the five
lines in Table 3. The first model, “CRF” is the
baseline model described in §3. The second “CRF
+ Utest ” and the third “CRF + Uall ” are CRF autoencoder models (see §4.1) with two sets of unlabeled data: (1) Utest which only includes the test
set,7 and (2) Uall which includes the test set as well
as all tweets by the set of users who contributed
any tweets in L. The fourth model “CRF + Uall +
emb.” is a CRF autoencoder which uses word embedding features (see §4.2), as well as the features
described in §3.2. Finally, the fifth model “CRF +
Uall + emb. + lists” further adds word list features
(see §4.3). In all but the “CRF” model, we adopt a
transductive learning setup.
Since the CRF baseline is used as the encoding
part of the CRF autoencoder model, we use the
supervisedly-trained CRF parameters to initialize
the CRF autoencoder models. The categorical distributions of the reconstruction model are initialized with discrete uniforms. We set the weight
of the labeled data log-likelihood clabeled = 0.5,
the weight of the unlabeled data log-likelihood
cunlabeled = 0.5, the L2 regularization strength
cL2 = 0.3, the concentration parameter of the
Dirichlet prior α = 0.1, the number of L-BFGS
iterations cLBFGS = 4, and the number of EM iterations cEM = 4.8 We stop training after 50 iterations of block coordinate descent.

• Hindi and Nepali Wikipedia article titles
• multilingual named entities from the JRC
dataset5 and CoNLL 2003 shared task
• word types in monolingual corpora in MSA,
ARZ, En and Es.
• set difference between the following pairs of
word lists: MSA-ARZ, ARZ-MSA, En-Es, EsEn.
Transliteration from Devanagari The Nepali–
English tweets in the dataset are romanized. This
renders our Nepali word lists, which are based
on the Devanagari script, useless. Therefore, we
transliterate the Hindi and Nepali named entities
lists using a deterministic phonetic mapping. We
romanize the Devanagari words using the IAST
scheme.6 We then drop all accent marks on the
characters to make them fit into the 7–bit ASCII
range.

7

Utest is potentially useful when the test set belongs to a
different domain than the labeled examples, which is often
referred to as “domain adaptation”. However we were unable
to test this hypothesis since all the CS annotations we had
access to are from Twitter.
8
Hyper-parameters cL2 and α were tuned using crossvalidation. The remaining hyper-parameters were not tuned.

5

http://datahub.io/dataset/jrc-names
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
International_Alphabet_of_Sanskrit_
Transliteration
6
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config
CRF
+Ttest
+Tall
+emb.
+lists

En–Ne
95.2%
95.2%
95.2%
95.3%
97.0%

MSA–ARZ
80.5%
80.6%
80.7%
81.3%
81.2%

En–Es
94.6%
94.6%
94.6%
95.1%
96.7%

lang. pair
En–Ne
MSA–ARZ
Zh–En
En–Es

Zh–En
94.9%
94.9%
94.9%
95.0%
95.3%

true MSA
true ARZ

predicted
MSA
93.9%
32.1%

|Uall |
6230
2520
332
7177

|L|
7504
4800
663
7399

Table 5: Number of tweets in L, Utest and Uall used
for semi-supervised learning of CRF autoencoders
models.

Table 3: Token level accuracy results for each of
the four language pairs.
label

|Utest |
2489
1062
332
4001

predicted
ARZ
5.3%
65.2%

• Use an out-of-domain test set where some adaptation to the test set is more promising.
• Vary the number of labeled examples |L| and
the number of unlabeled examples |U|. Table 5
gives the number of labeled and unlabeled examples used for training the model. It is possible that semi-supervised learning would have
been more useful with a smaller |L| and a larger
|U|.

Table 4: Confusion between MSA and ARZ in the
Baseline configuration.
Results. The CRF baseline results are reported
in the first line in Table 3. For three language
pairs, the overall token-level accuracy ranges between 94.6% and 95.2%. In the fourth language
pair, MSA-ARZ, the baseline accuracy is 80.5%
which indicates the relative difficulty of this task.
The second and third lines in Table 3 show the
results when we use CRF autoencoders with the
unlabeled test set (Utest ), and with all unlabeled
tweets (Uall ), respectively. While semi-supervised
learning did not hurt accuracy on any of the languages, it only resulted in a tiny increase in accuracy for the Arabic dialects task.
The fourth line in Table 3 extends the CRF autoencoder model (third line) by adding unsupervised word embedding features. This results in
an improvement of 0.6% for MSA-ARZ, 0.5% for
En-Es, 0.1% for En-Ne and Zh-En.
The fifth line builds on the fourth line by adding
word list features. This results in an improvement
of 1.7% in En-Ne, 1.6% in En-Es, 0.4% in Zh-En,
and degradation of 0.1% in MSA-ARZ.

• Tune clabeled and cunlabeled .
• Split the parameters λ into two subsets: λlabeled
and λunlabeled ; where λlabeled are the parameters
which have a non-zero value for any input x in
L and λunlabeled are the remaining parameters in
λ which only have non-zero values with unlabeled examples but not with the labeled examples.
• Use a richer reconstruction model.
• Reconstruct a transformation of the token sequences instead of their surface forms.
• Train a token-level language ID model trained
on a large number of languages, as opposed to
disambiguating only two languages at a time.
Word embeddings improve the results for all
language pairs, but the largest improvement is in
MSA-ARZ and En-Es. Looking into the word embeddings coverage of those languages (i.e., MSA,
ARZ, Es, En in Table 2), we find that they are better covered than the other languages (Ne, Zh). We
conclude that further improvements on En-Ne and
Zh-En may be expected if they are better represented in the corpus used to learn word embeddings.
As for the word lists, the largest improvement
we get is the romanized word lists of Nepali,
which have a 77.0% coverage and improve the
accuracy by 1.7%. This shows that our transliterated word lists not only cover a lot of tokens,
and are also useful for language ID. The Spanish

Analysis and Discussion The baseline performance in the MSA-ARZ task is considerably
lower than those of the other tasks. Table 4 illustrates how the baseline model confuses lang1 and
lang2 in the MSA-ARZ task. While the baseline
system correctly labels 93.9% of MSA tokens, it
only correctly labels 65.2% of ARZ tokens.
Although the reported semi-supervised results
did not significantly improve on the CRF baseline,
more work needs to be done in order to conclude
these results:
84

Config
+lists
-lists

lang1
84.1%
84.2%

lang2
76.5%
77.1%

ne
73.7%
71.5%

step for identifying code switching, we suggest a
reformulation of the task such that each label can
take on one of many languages.

Table 6: F–Measures of two Arabic configurations. lang1 is MSA. lang2 is ARZ.
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word lists also have a wide coverage, improving
the overall accuracy by 1.6%. The overall accuracy of the Arabic dialects slightly degrades with
the addition of the word lists. Closer inspection
in table 6 reveals that it improves the F–Measure
of the named entities at the expense of both MSA
(lang1) and ARZ (lang2).
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